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Foreword

This selection of stories is about celebrating the ingenuity and 
resourcefulness of people during winter in wartime and learning about the 
social and domestic activities that went on during those times in Scotland 
to endure the cold weather and lack of available food and resources, and 
to keep in good spirit.

With the winter chills on the horizon, the final veg being harvested and the 
festive season of hibernation upon us, myself and some friends felt that it 
would be very interesting and important to learn about how other people 
have spent this season and coped during the cold and quiet months.

We felt that this would be of most interest and local relevance if it were 
done through meeting with people who had experienced the wintertime in 
Scotland when times were different economically and socially and hearing 
about their stories. We thought about the years of the World Wars and the 
dependence on local resources and local resilience and contribution. There 
is a lot of wisdom that came out of these times that are still relevant today 
and we therefore wanted to hear more about and share that with others.

I contacted a variety of local social clubs and groups that had folk in who 
might like to share some of their memories of winter during the Second 
World War. I then met up with 4 of them and recorded long discussions on a 
range of topics all about winter times during the war.

These discussions were then edited down to the selection of memories and 
tales recorded in this book, roughly placed into different categories based 
on different wartime Advertising Slogans. I would have liked to accompany 
the collection with more pictures and images. However, I discovered that 
at those times it was quite uncommon to have a camera unless you were 
working for the media or had a lot of money, and so found it quite difficult 
to get hold of photos relevant to the people and stories we were 
discussing.

The only additions I have added not in the words of those interviewed have 
been included with an indent and not in Italic or quotation marks. These 
are simply to help elaborate on a few things mentioned that might be of 
interest to people.



This book is about sharing local stories, good and bad, because there is 
much that can be learnt from the past, which without the chance to talk 
about and discuss might be forgotten and not understood.  I was told 
during the process that unless you get these memories first-hand you will 
never know what things were like in other times.  It is not only about 
looking at how things were different then, but about understanding the 
past for the sake of the future and incorporating that learned wisdom now.

Winter during the war, especially on the Home Front, was a time of saving, 
salvaging, making do, and using local food and of creating your own 
entertainment. Thrift was a way of life and people developed a 
comprehensive domestic science. What I found from these interviews is 
that generally people felt happier, more trusting and healthier at that 
time. However, not all agreed with this reverence for the past, so be aware 
of this when reading through the book. Most clearly though people seemed 
to feel a strong sense of identity and enjoyed the ingenuity of making new 
forms arise what now might be considered the scrap heap.

I hope you will enjoy reading about these different memories and ways of 
getting by at winter during the war and that you may learn a few things 
that you could try out yourself this winter.

As Jenny Turner has said about the 'Make Do and Mend' campaign of the 
wartime:

“It’s about a basic understanding of and respect for the physical  
properties of the ordinary things about you: what heat does, and light  
and moisture; the natural history of insects, and dead plants and 
flesh; the composition and qualities of dust, grit, scum, slut-wool;  
acids and alkalis and what happens when you mix them. It’s about 
cutting through nonsense, and the importance of elbow grease; it’s  
about accepting and in some way revering the cycle of life and the  
smallness of one’s place in it; in short, about getting real”.
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'Lend a Hand on the Land'

Using Every Bit of Land

“There was plenty of ground available back then, and anything that could be 
given or used was dug up. There were allotments in Inverleith Park, 
Blackford Hill, the Meadows and even Holyrood Park. Queens park was 
even full of sheep and there was a shepherd there”.

“You could go down to plots to buy stuff. Someone almost always was there. 
On middle meadow walk they were from top right down to bottom. The ones 
out in the country were a lot bigger though”. 

“Whoever had room in country or on edge 
of city people would have a pig and some 
hens, so you were well fed if you lived in 
the countryside”.

“A lot of people had allotments, or plots as 
they were called then. During the winter 
they would be dug over in about October 
until around April”

“The (Anderson Air Raid) shelters were 
covered with soil to grow tatties and other 
veg on”.

.

Using what you had

“You always had to remember to plant onions and carrots alternatively to 
keep away the carrotfly”.

“It's not just pure nostalgia but the cabbages were huge and so were the 
brussel sprouts, and there always lots of sweet peas imbetween and roses”.

“At winter you gathered in as much of what had been growing as you could 
before the snow came and everyone got a share, and you would cook big 
pots of soup and share it out”.



“Remember having to collect up manure? There wasn't much manure 
around because there weren't vans on the road because of lack of petrol. So 
every morning there would be a horse and cart dropping off bread and milk 
and picking up manure from the day before. They would often sell it to you 
down on the plots. It was great when you were growing the roses”.

“We used to collect sphagnum moss out in sacks, take them to collective 
points and then they would get distributed to cities for dressings for wounds. 
This could be found anywhere and was part of 'doing your bit”

“Flowers used to be grown between the tattie rows and all that, and on the 
farm I was on in the Land Army we were forced to grow more flowers than 
veg and spend more time on them because they would get more money for 
them”.

“As well as the Land Army and the WRAC (Womens royal army corp) 
women also did the servicing on the ships, all kinds of jobs, painting and 
everything”.

Tattie Howking

“City (secondary) schools and Fife schools would have 2 weeks off 
in October to help in the harvest, to go Tattie howking. This would 
be going along and digging up all the tatties from the farmers fields 
that had grown and putting them in the bucket. Sometimes mothers 
would go too, because at end of each day you would get paid for 
how many tatties you got. It was hardwork, you would go to outside 
Burdiehouse or Dunbar but still stayed at home. They came and 
collected you and the tatties in trucks. This carried on for a while 
after war too”.

“There was also 
big gangs of Irishmen who came over for 
the Tattie Howking. They were great at it  
and would just leave you standing. There 
was a lot of pride in being a part of one 
of those gangs”.

Dig for Victory was a response to a wartime problem of food 
shortages.



Before the Second World War Britain imported approximately 55 
million tonnes, or 3/4 of the country's food by ship each year. When 
the Second World War started in September 1939 shipping was 
attacked by enemy submarines and warships. Cargo ships were also 
used for war materials rather than food transportation. This resulted 
in food shortages.

In October 1939 the Government launched 'The Dig for Victory' 
campaign. People were urged to use gardens and every spare piece 
of land, such as parks, golf clubs and tennis courts, to grow 
vegetables.

From 815,000 allotments in 1939 the number rose to 1,400,000 by 
1943 and 6 million acres of grassland was turned to arable for 12-18 
million acres of arable cultivation.

"We want not only the big man with the plough but the little man with the 
spade to get busy this autumn. Let 'Dig for Victory' be the motto of 
everyone with a garden," 

Rob Hudson, Minister for Agriculture, in October 1939. 



Grown Your Own Food and 
Supply Your Own 

Cookhouse'

Keeping Animals

“Some people also kept some animals in the allotments or in their garden or 
backgreen. My husband's families kept some pigs there too. You were 
allowed one pig but all the others had to be declared to the 'Snoopers' from 
the Ministry of Food. Not there official name obviously. They would check up 
on how many animals you had and had many”.

“Hens, Bees, Grie Pigs and sometimes ducks would often be kept on 
Winnie Churchill's orders”.

“Some people would also keep wild rabbits and there 
was lots of rabbit stew until that myxomatosis 
disease came around. You would even eat wood 
pigeons”

“There was a pig killing day when someone would 
come round to kill your pig, and hit it on the head with a 
hammer before slitting its throat. All the blood from 
this was used for black pudding and you would use 
every part of the pig . Dogs would often be fed the 
pigs or sheeps head and trotters because there was 
no dog food at the time.”

“Men used to keep pigeons as well on the plots for 
pigeon racing”.

In 1943 ¼ of eggs were produced on domestic or small farms.

There were rules on pig keeping and pig clubs were even set up! Tips 
were given out on how to keep pigs too.



Grow and Eat Locally

“You missed oranges because there weren't many, and many children never 
even knew what a banana was, so first banana my father saw one he ate 
the whole thing, skin and all”.

“Travelling people would find abundant bushed of berries for jam making 
and processing for the companies as they would get so much money for the 
baskets. They were often working doing tattie howking and berry picking. 
There are lots of stories about them in 'Jessie's Journey”.

“Moss from shelters would be scrapped off, boiled for 2 and ½ hours and 
mixed in with veg and eaten.”

“Fish were plentiful back then, or at least haddock and herring anyway, ah, 
and mackerel and kippers too. Not cod so much as that was down in 
England, and salmon was very expensive. A cheap meal was a fish and chip 
supper. Half of Edinburgh was fed off this. Chip Vans would come round 
with a coal fire and deep fryer in”.

Allotments in the Meadows



'The Kitchen is the Key to Victory – Eat 
Less Bread'

Rationing

“You would save up by giving up. Before the war I used to have sugar in my 
tea but not any more”. 

“And you would only get cake once a week for those with money, 
on a Sunday at your grannie”.

“The diet was very rationed, vary fair, very honest and very nourishing”.

“You would get one egg a fortnight – we used to shout 'come and get your 
half egg'”

“If you had abc and d on your ration book you had to listen to the wirless to 
see the amount of sweets you would get that month, and it would vary. 
People would save their points up for weddings and special occasions.”

“Egg powder and dried milk was often used as substitutes, but could only 
really be used for baking or sometimes for omelettes”.

One way to make your eggs go further was by mixing one in with hot 
water. Also, a substitute for milk was custard powder, water and honey.

Having to adapt and improvise

“Sometimes you would have to use black polish to cook with in the pan 
instead of oil”.

“We used to have improvise a lot with cooking. For sweets we would make 
macaroons with porridge oats and also when you made up a plate or broth 
one lady I knew would save up all the boiled up peas and take them out for a 
sweet treat later on in the day”.

“During the war people were encouraged to eat potatoes not bread – wheat 
was imported from the States and they couldn't afford this. Very strange 
though that bread rationing was only brought in after the war. Rationing 
didn't end till 1954, soap was only rationed after the war too”.

“If you didn't have sugar you would use saccharin which was in a powder form 
or you would use grated carrots or parsnips. You would get parsnip cake or 
parsnip bread for example”.



“Also instead of sugar you would use glucose powder rather than 
saccharine. People would stock up on sugar as well as soap and 
matches for something they really needed later on like a cake at 
Christmas”.

“We would use the mangles for squeezing all the juice out the fruit for things 
like pineapple jam”.

Rationing was introduced in January 1940. The first provisions to be 
rationed were sugar, butter, ham and bacon; these were soon followed by 
meat, tea, margarine, cheese and eggs. 

To help people make their food ration go further information leaflets were 
issued by the Ministry of food. These tried to encourage people to make the 
best of their food rations and augment them with unrationed foods such as 
potatoes, flour, oatmeal and vegetables and promoted healthy eating and 
home cooking. They also issued recipes for Victory V meals and supported 
this in 'British Restaurants' that were set up in disused buildings. Other 
restaurants were regulated, where only 3 courses were allowed and with 
only that could be a 'main' meal with a maximum price of 25p.

As well as rationing the prices of some foods were also controlled by the 
Ministry of Food and blackmarket trade was severely discouraged by the 
government. There were also subsides for growing 'approved' crops of 
tatties, wheat, oats, beans, peas and rye and sugar beet (as a substitute for 
sugar)

Potatoes and carrots were particularly important war food and their value 
was promoted by cartoon characters 'Potato Pete' and 'Doctor Carrot'.

There were hundreds of advice, instructions and leaflets putting forward 
'Food Facts', which were distributed to newspapers, magazines and welfare 
centres and via public broadcasting on the wireless.



'Food is a weapon, don't 
waste it'

Using your kitchen waste

“We would have pig bins for the food waste in the kitchen and the council  
used to collect all the veg peelings round every house and shops and outside 
blocks of flats every morning for pig feed”.

Making the most of meat

“The butcher would burn down all the bones and everything to get dripping 
and fat to sell off.You would also boil up the Ham Hock before using it to 
make a stock for something else, or boil up the chicken bones after using the 
chicken”.

“Sheep's heid broth was what poor people would have, but was quite good.  
You wouldn't always ask for the sheep's heid at the butchers as it showed you 
were hard off, or you would say it was for the dog and would get it wrapped in 
newspaper for carrying home. It was very nutritious. We still ate this until mad 
cow disease came around and then you were no longer allowed”.

“In those days a sheep's heid would be made into 
'sheeps heid broth'. You would put it in a pale to take all  
the blood out during the night, let it sit, take off all  
blood, singe it, then take the tongue out which was 
cooked different. Mother didn't have an oven, so just 
put it on the fire and boiled it on there”.

“They said that with the sheep's heid if the eyes were 
left in it then it would 'see you through the week!”

“Potted meat was like a jellied meat, usually beef that was stewed, boiled and 



made into a paste or jelly from the fat that goes hard when it cools. This could 
then be cut into slices to eat with your piece (bread) or on its own”.

A little goes a long way

“Vegetable water and the veg peelings boiled would be 
kept for stock or things like that”.

“You used to wipe the pan dry with a slice of bread”.

“There was an awful lot of porridge, and you made your 
broths with a lot of barley, peas and vegetables. You 
soaked your peas and green beans over night for soup 
next day and boiled your beef to have beef and 
potatoes one day and then beef and broth or stovies 
the next day”.

“There would often be rissoles, home cooked dumplings or dough boys made 
with all the leftovers and would sometimes be ready and cooking when we got 
in from school. There was nothing like that smell when you got home”.

“There would be a wee sixpence in your dumpling on a birthday. The 
dumpling would be put to cook by the fire and then sliced down the middle to 
fry it”.

“Also, if you were hard off you would dip pieces (bread) in lard and toast them 
in front of the fire for your meal. Or you might have some suet or dripping you 
had bought from the butchers”.

Sweet Treats

“Children enjoyed an iced carrot on a stick rather than an ice cream when 
sugar was rationed to 8oz a week”..

“Cinnamon toast was a treat from my granny. This was a slice of toast with a 
tiny wee bit of butter, cinnamon sprinkled and tiny bit of sugar. This was her 
favourite thing cause she couldn't get sweeties or anything like that”.

“Crumbles probably developed only during the war because all you needed 
was flour, sugar and margarine so we often made them as a desert. Also a 
plate tart was just a layer of jam or lemon curd and then strips of lattice pastry 
on top for a very simple desert dish”.

“Down at the market on Jeffrey street they would sell bags of bread, scones 
and broken biscuits from the day before for cheap in the morning”



'Prepare for Winter – Save 
Perishable Foods by 

Preserving Now'

Traditional Slow Cooker

“Hay was used to cook things; You would put a casserole whilst still hot in a 
box with hay in on all sides and cover it and it would continue cooking; we 
called them hay boxes. If you make a square box and you are making a rabbit 
stew and wanted to use the stove for something else you would start the stew 
off early and then take it off and put it in the box, line it with hay all the way 
round, and that would cook it through. It was such a good insulator”.

“I've seen them cooking a whole pig like that. They dug a trench, put hay and 
coal on the bottom and then there was something between the coal and the 
pig, the pig went in, and there was lots of straw and the top and was covered 
up. That would go on all day. They have been doing that in some countries for 
generations.

“ But you couldn't get hay for your love or money, you needed to go and buy 
it”.

Potato Clamp

“To preserve your tatties and keep them from sprouting, or getting mouldy 
and rotting, you would make a hole in ground, put down a layer of straw, then 
add a row of potatoes, then another layer of hay, potatoes, straw, etc, then all  
cover this up with lots of straw and hay. This was known as a Pit. It was a 
gigantic molehill of hay with a little bit that could be opened at the bottom for  
sir and for taking the tatties our, and that kept off the frost and snow. They 
must have been better than today's potatoes”.

“Turnips would be kept in huge mounds kept by farmers on the farmyard from 
a whole field of turnips, which cattle and humans would eat, if cooked. But  
they were not covered like the tatties except by other neeps so were just 
open to snow and frost”.



Drying

“Apples were wrapped in newspaper and put in loft to keep over winter”.

“Another type of storage was keeping carrots dry. You got a whisky half barrel 
full of sand, carrots or beetroot, topped off with a wee bit of green and would 
last all winter. They would come out of that sand like out of the ground – very 
fresh”.

It is recommded that when using this technique you do not let the roots 
touch and make sure the veg is dry before it goes in and that you discard any 
of the diseased ones.

Salting and pickling

“We had a Latvian man who lived in the village near us who used to keep a 
barrel of salted herring in the wee hall. Salted cod was quite different because 
it was dried”.

“You would preserve veg with salt sometimes, and salt beef and fish to keep 
them lasting and not going off”.

“My aunt would pickle onions in a jar with vinegar and would take ages to peel  
and cut them all”.

“Most houses made jam, if they could get berries and sugar, and also bottled 
fruit for the winter – and either pickled eggs, or waterglassed them in a pale 
before boiling. Some would go green or bad, and then you would know.  They 
would go straight from being laid into the pale”.

Eggs were also kept in isinglass – a watery gelatine from fish bladders – 
which prevented air from getting in through the shell and kept them fresh.

Preserving and Conserving

“You would make  jam out of anything and would 
never buy it. Even would make marrow jam. You 
used to take jars of jam as presents. Sometimes 
you would add a lemon jelly too to set it and give it  
a lemony flavour, or if I was Making rhubarb jam I 
threw in a crushed tin of pineapple for sweetening”.

“You would have to spread your jam very thin 



though to make it last”

“You couldn't keep tins for too long though as we were told they would 
explode, and the propaganda was against you keeping too much food stored 
up for yourself”.

Storing by Stringing

You could also store preserve onions by drying and hanging them up. 
Firstly you simply leave the onions on the ground after picking them to 
dry out. If it is wet then cover them to shield them from the rain but 
allow the wind to reach them. Two bricks and a bit of wood on top 
should do the trick. They take about two weeks to dry out properly, garlic 
is the same.

Take four dry onions and knot them together twist this around a piece of 
string. Now add one onion at a time to the string by twisting it’s stalk 
around the string, ensure each one is securely fastened to the string and 
that the whole bunch does not get too heavy. You now need to plait the 
knotted stalks around another bit of string, make sure the onions hang 
evenly when held up. Now tie the top of the string up in your shed or 
any cool place where there is plenty of air.

In the Larder

“Every house of flat would have a pantry or a larder where there would often 
be a marble or concrete shelf which was cold all the time to keep milk,  
cheese, meat, everything really. But you wouldn't store things for weeks, you 
mostly bought things every day and there would be the vans coming around 
every day too. There was the milkman, grocery and fish vans, and Jonny the 
Rollman who always had fresh rolls on the way home from dancing on the 
weekend”.

“These larder areas were always in the corner of the kitchen, even in 
tenement flats. There would be a  zinc glass window at the top and bottom to 
circulate the air . This was a type of perforated zinc with very fine airholes in it  
which was good for ventilation and letting the cold air in a little bit”.

“To keep food cold you would put tubs of snow in the cupboards with the 
food. Some food like meat was also kept in the oven when not on to keep it  
cold and dry”.



 

Women at a jam making and 
preserving workshop

How to keep food in the larder fresh

 Good ventilation is essential, so endeavours must be made to ensure a 
current of air blowing through. The window must open top and bottom and 
there should be a ventilator of some kind in the door; even large holes can 
be drilled in it. Over windows and ventilators perforated zinc should be 
nailed, with the mesh fine enough to keep out the flies.

 If zinc is unavailable fasten muslin up instead, but keep it clean. Put 
bags or bowls of powdered charcoal in the larder, these keep it sweet. If the 
sun strikes on the larder hang wet sacking or garden matting up during the 
hours it shines on the window, or a piece of old carpet or a folded blanket 
can be used.

 Careful inspection will do much to prevent waste of food. Any food 
that is absolutely bad or sour must be removed, or it will speedily 
contaminate the rest.

 Some people imagine that no harm is done if food is left on dirty plates 
or dishes; this is a great mistake, and leads to much preventable souring of 
foodstuffs.

 A good plan is to use only white enamel ware in the larder, this does 
not break, is easily cleaned, and can be boiled now and then.

 Meat must hang for a certain period to dry fully and must never be 
kept lying down on a dish or shelf, but must be hung up in as brisk a 
current of air as possible. Hanging meat in gauze is recommended but if this 
is not available slip the meat into a loose muslin bag, first  wringing it out 
with vinegar; and draw the ends so tightly that no fly can find a way in.



'Feed right to feel right – Eat 
Greens for Health'

“You were forever told how to cook your food, like potatoes had to be 
skimmed as thin as possible because we were told the best of the potato was 
just under skin”.

“Miners and steel workers given an extra allocation of cheese because they 
were said to need more protein”.

“There was spread made from whale oil. You could buy whale meat too which 
wasn't rationed – but was horrible”. 

“There was supposed to be something in onions that is beneficial to health 
and was used mostly for the troops so there was lots of shallots and sibies 
(spring onions) which had bigger bulbs than spring onions now though”.

“More likely to have veg than meat then. Nearly everyone had soup for every 
meal”.

“We would use rosehips for vitamin c as there was shortage of oranges and is 
even more beneficial. We would make things like rosehip syrup and would 
have to take it down the school”.

“To make Yorkshire pudding you would make it and then carry it down to the 
bakehouse to bake. You also brought fruit and ingredients into a bakers and 
they made cakes and shortbread for you. We collected it and they just made it 
from what you brought”

“You could also take your sugar to Tate and they would make your sweets 
and chocolates”.

“You got concentrated orange juice and cod liver oil from special places like 



clinics and churches for free, and some people got Malt as a child.

“Mother had a huge jar gave to children, which we thought was horrible and 
brown and yeasty. You would just get it given you off a tablespoon and told it  
makes you strong”.

Home economists were sent out by the Ministry of Food Advice Division 
to talk about food and health and give different workshops and practical 
sessions using small portable cookers. There were also Fruit Preservation 
Centres setup and evening cookery classes.



'Holidays at Home'

Local Entertainment

“On a sunday night the pictures weren't open but you went to Garrison 
Theatre in AbbeyHill – there was a wee variety, but I also remember a lot of 
singing in the cinema, but the cinema wasn't on. We went down on a 
Sunday, didn't pay very much. Troops came over from Waterloo Place. We 
would sing all the warsongs. There would have a songsheet that would 
come out every month and we would sing anything that was popular at the 
time, George Formby or whatever, but everyone would join in because 
everyone knew the words”.

“Sunday you went to church, sometimes twice a day, and on Sunday there 
was a mission next to us and they would bring the organ at once a day and 
play hymns with everyone. If it was a street singer on a Saturday you would 
throw money out the window, but you would never threw money for them, it  
was just a gathering, for what, half an hour, and then everyone went off  
home”.

“There were lots of local galas going on for different districts and street 
parties, particularly at the end of the War”.

“We used to go and skate on the pond of Inverleith Park during the winter”.

“Pubs were only open between 12 and 3 and 5 and 10 so you wouldn't be 
there too often”.

Travelling

“You swapped homes with the relatives for holidays. So you would swap 
children with the relatives and homes. We had holidays to grandads in 
Berwick-on-Tweed, or days out to Portobello. Sometimes friends parents 
would take us walking to Musselburgh, or go pinching turnips”.



“For holidays at home we would go 
to local beach, or to the grannies in 
the country, or to Cramond on the 
river Avon to go camping and out on 
the pedalos. We would gather up 
the winkles and mussels from the 
beach and boil them up in empty tin 
cans of sea water on a fire and put 
winkles in until they opened and 
then east them”.

Children’s Entertainment

“You'd make your own 
entertainment and play games in the 
streets, like kick the can. Everyone 
hid and someone had to find you, 
and if they spotted you you both ran 
like hell to kick the can and if you 
would be safe if you got there first.  
WE would also play marbles in the 
street, oh yeah, or kids used to tie 
together two doors with string, ring 
the bells and then run”.

“We would play peevers, which is 
like hopscotch, the girl's game, 
which us fella's would play. And then 
these was the spinning top with the 
peerie on top that would mark 
different colours and designs on top 
so when it was spinning would look 
in and have an interesting design”.

“You would make a Guider (or 
bogie) which was a little box on a 
board or big shelf thing, and on 
wheels. We'd use the wee wheels 
off pram, and the main body was a 
fishbox”.





'Trade and Barter'

Local Bartering

“We never starved back then. Father had a bartering contract with a 
smallholding lady and would swap fruit and veg for eggs and milk and butter.  
She would have 1 cow and hens that would run all over the kitchen. She 
would provide lots of eggs for the soldiers”.

“We used to keep some hens and also bantems (tiny little hens) and would 
swap our eggs with others for things we needed”.

“My father was in book trade and would always take a big box of books 
up to the Orkneys and came back with eggs, and we would get a share of 
what there was, and to get half a dozen eggs back then was a wonder.  
Chips and eggs was a favorite special thing if I had my pals coming up – 
until the postman found out and then he wanted to share too”.

“There was a lot of bartering and trading going on with fruit and vegetables 
in the plots. My father had a friend who was brilliant at growing onions, so all  
he did was grown them and bartered with others for cabbages or whatever 
with them”.

“Sometimes the youngsters would get wood from forest, cut it up and chop 
up and sell it to people down the Canongate in bundles, for fire kindling and 
that”

“School clothes were re-sold in packs made up of the old clothes as the 
children grew up each year. So they were carefully looked after items and 
kept very clean. Prams and bikes were bought and exchanged at the pub on 
a Saturday night between 7pm and 10pm. Also at the town dumps and 
landfills scrap bike pieces were saved and sold to make a child's bicycle 
which we our father showed us how to do”.



BlackMarket Trade

“Bakeries got an allowance of sugar, but some of the sugar from the bakery 
went to the sweetie shop in Kilmeney street. This must have been done at 
dark though because we had so much. Once a week I would go to Cases 
and take cakes in boxes and come back with 4 boxes of chocolate. I took 
part in the blackmarket without even knowing. You could get a lot of stuff  
from the black market, like white flour which was hard to get usually”.

“When fruit came into the shop the word would go around, and if you asked 
for a bit extra you might get something if you were a regular customer from 
under the counter, not on it. Then you would tell others and they would try 
and get it”.

“If you lived in a dock area like Leith you were lucky because if you knew 
people there you got things directly off the boats. So you got a wee bit extra 
and help with supplies for yourself and for selling on the blackmarket”.

“If you saw a queue, you dinnae ken what it was for, but you would join it,  
because someone would have something in, tomatoes, fruit or oranges or 
something”.

'Camaraderie and 



Fellowship'

Looking out for your neighbours

“Some people would have ovens, which neighbours and families would 
share and use at the same time and then take the meals back to their 
families, and we would sometimes share the main meals and dinners 
together”.

“A doctor always came to the house if you were ill. You had to pay back then 
as no NHS which started in 1948. It was a more personal touch, now you are 
just a number. You had to afford it, but didn't go if you didn't have the 
money”.

“You were really close with your family and neighbours. You didn't lock the 
door then. People would walk in and out of houses and everybody knew 
everybody else”.

Getting on with Prisoner's of War

“On Sunday morning father, when at home, would bring back soldiers after 
church of varying ages and nationalities and would have to send me and my 
sister to our Grandad's to get eggs cause there wasn't enough to eat. People 
from Poland, Canada, Dundee. We used to entertain the soldiers in 
Mathiseon's Bakery which is where they would have tea dances on a 
Sunday night. There were always lots of stories coming into the house”.

“Prisoner of War camps for Italian and Polish prisoners and germans over 
near Duddingston, and some ended up staying who worked in the mine. One 
young one only 16 from the Hitler Youth still lives here now. We used to have 
dances on Saturday night and the Prisoners of War were invited to the 
dances then and lots of them stayed and got married here. Not a lot of bad 
feeling between wardens and prisoners then”.

“Argyll was a totally different world, Schools were taken over and you were 
never allowed out to meet too many foreign people and you would get used 
to seeing bits of lifeboat washed up on the shore. Also eggs were rationed 
out there and everybody always had a couple”.





'Make do and Mend'

Knitting and Night School

“My husband said at night when you weren't doing something, you got the 
newspaper and either made squares for the toilet or tapers for the box, but 
girls mostly they knitted at night, or went to 'make do and mend' nights. Your 
mother was either darning, or knitting or patching, you were always doing 
something, sending letters to sailors, knitting things like socks and scarfs, that 
sort of thing”.

“We was always knitting, one of the things I learnt from the war was the value 
and worth of wool and all the ways we could use it as man-made fibre had 
not been invented back then. All fibres were wool, linen, cotton, leather soles,  
rubber wellingtons and leather upper footwear. There were no man made 
materials at all! And certainly no penicillin”.

“There weren't many sad faces about. Everybody helped everybody else. 
Some church’s used to have make do and mend classes. Corporation or city 
council in Edinburgh set up schemes like going to nightschool courses with  
materials etc. All free to go to.  Night schools worked all the time during the 
war. You used to get loads of neighbours round to decide what to happen 
with the local committee.”

Re-using old material

“You would make your own shoes from leather and would dye shoes and 
clothes with bits of black from the end of fags grounded up in a bowl with 
water in for the mixture”.

“You had to be very careful with stockings and tights because if you ripped 
them you would paint over the line, or if you had none you would use fake tan 
and paint on a line on back of your leg”.



“Everyone had patches on jumpers 
etc and you had your often had your 
socks darned”.

“You would take old clothes to the 
ragman for some money,  only a 
couple of pennies or you might get 
given a toy balloon”.

“Table cloths and pillow cases were 
made out of flour bags you would 
collect from the baker. They were 
bleached, washed, boiled and then 
refined down and made into linen. A 
lot of wedding dresses were made 
like this to”. 

Some people also made cushions, 
curtains and tea towels from these 
old flour bags

“To re-use sheets you would turn 
them when the middle was all worn. 
The sheet was cut down the middle 
and then the two outsides  were 
sown together to create a new 
bedsheet”.

Making Your Own

“You would make your own 
Christmas decorations and paper 
chains and because Christmas trees 
were illegal you might go and cut 
your own tree”

“Holly and Ivy would mainly be used 
for decorations and in your stockings 
at Christmas you would usually get  
your brother or sister's cast-me-
downs. Around us they used to pass 
around a tommy gun between 
neighbours for the children’s 



presents”.

“There were no Christmas trees in our houses for 5 years or you would be 
fined £5 if caught by the local courts. Sir Winston Churchill needed these for  
his ships masts and wood decks”.

“My dad made our air raid shelter and kept it clean. If you didn't make it 
yourself back then you did without”.

Some people used polish for cleaning made from beeswax and old melted 
candles. There were also many different domestic cleaning products used 
such as lemon, bicarbonate of soda, vinegar and salt.



 'Paper packs a punch, save 
waste paper':

Save and Salvage

Saving Paper

“You always saved your paper, pieces of string, everything, knitting, sewing, 
we still all keep everything and never throw out anything. I've got a box of  
string at home now, what I'm keeping it for I don't know. Remember those 
pictures made from silver paper like cigarette packets? You would also fold 
cellophane paper and make it into a hairband”.

“Newspapers were used to clean mirrors and glass and were a good 
absorbent too”.

“If you took a newspaper to the chip shop you would get a bag of chips or a 
poke of chips as we called it. There would sometimes also be greaseproof 
paper imbetween. The smell of chips in newspaper is amazing.”

“Toilet paper was on a wire in the toilet with string and you would have 
squares of newspaper which you would pierce in to the hung up wire”.

“You always had coal but sometimes not sticks  to start the fire. If you didn't  
have any sticks you would get an old newspaper and twist and tighten up a 
lot and use that.”

Salvaging your old things

“You would melt the old bits of candles down if you had a wick to make a new 
candle. Government didn't supply you with candles and you always needed 
them during the blackouts and down in the bunkers”.

“For cleaning you would keep the soap in a dish and saved the little bits and 



could buy a wire cage thing with a handle on to put them in to swosh in your 
water to wash things. Also carbolic Soap then was a lot harder, like a brick,  
and must have lasted a lot longer and was supposed to be good for your 
skin”.

“You'd make sure you'd rinse all your jamjars out to keep and re-use. They'd 
be saved for putting in fruit when saving sugar. I still do it now.  Apples say,  
you stew them and put them instead of using sugar”.

“Vinegar was used a lot to clean for disinfectant and was good for carpets. I  
still use it now”.

Don't Waste A Drop of Water

“Bathwater was rationed where I lived, with only 5 inches allowed at a time.  
Once a week you would all have a bath, with the cleanest first and usually in  
a white gown, and by the time it got to your father the water was filthy There 
were no showers except before going into the public baths”.

“You would clean things with elbow grease, a scrubbing board and dolly blue 
to wash with at the communal washers. You would take a pram worth of 
washing along at 6am to the washers and once you had rinsed the clothes 
you had horses to dry them on like racks that you pulled out from the wall”.

“Usually it was just water and a bit of soap and a scrubbing board. Clothes on 
board, then soap, then scrub – never had any knuckles left”

“Some people would do washing of blankets with food in big buckets. You 
might use it for dooking for your apples too”.

“Many people still didn't have toilets in the house so had to go out at night  
with a torch or match or get a pale in the house, and most people in the 
Southside didn't have hot water at home”.

There was a National Salvage Scheme with salvage shops, dumps and 
collection points and a National Savings Campaign with 'saving drives' 
and certificates and promoted things like the Book Drive where you gave 
in old unused books to be sent out to the army or to be used as scrap 
paper for the production of weaponery.

To try to encourage greater saving of paper there was even local paper 
salvage competitions, where prizes for the best ways to collect and best 
forms of substitute for paper were given out.







'Keep Warm Next Winter'

“There was so much frost inside windows that you couldn't see out, but it  
would look amazing having crystals on the inside”.

“There was big piggy stone water bottle which were shaped like a log with a 
screw on top which you filled with boiling water off the range. If you didn't  
have one of them you used a glass lemonade bottle – but occasionally if too 
hot this would break”.

“There were bed pane warmers as well hanging up on wall, which you would 
put hot coals in. They were big round ones which you would put on top of  
each other, like two pans together and put in your bed to keep it warm before 
sleeping”.

Coats and Blankets

“How to keep warm, well you put on other coat, or used a siren suit; an all-in-
one with a big zip up or buttons on the front. At night you would get a hot  
stone water bottle, gasmask and stick another coat on the bed. You would 
have to run between rooms at night though”.

“You never had a lot of blankets, so all your coats were used at winter on the 
bed, and some people would have dark grey army blankets or crocheted 
ones. Also, you would never be sleeping alone. Mum and dad would sleep in  
one room in a bed recess, and the brothers and sisters would sleep in one 
bed in the other. In my case there was 4 of us sleeping head and tail”.

Coal Fire and Range

“You would have a coal cellar, or put it in big cupboard under the stairs. I still  
have one in my flat now I need someone to clear. There was a coal bucket in 
the house too for the brickets, egglets and dross (the sheds of coal) you 
would get as well and you would use to fire up with at night time”

“Although there was some electricity in cities it was mainly gas mantles and 



candles were used rather than electricity and a coal fire rather than gas. Lots 
of coal came from the coal merchants. The van would come round selling 
bags of coal which came in big sacks”. 

“One coal fire for the whole house. You would get one bag of coal a week, 
that was it, from the coal merchants van who would come around selling it in 
big sacks. You had black range on top of this to cook on the fire as well as 
keeping you warm and drying your clothes in front of , whilst you could also 
toast you bread on sticks in front of this fire”.

“You would never light your oven just to cook a single dish. Mother would 
make sure she stuck in at least a pie for tomorrow, and heat the washing-up 
water as the oven cools”.



'...and a few other memories'

“Old communication was writing long long letters once a year, then you 
would book a call far in advance, or some people would send tape 
recordings of themselves speaking back and forth. The letter would be 
called 'hatching, matching and dispatching'.

“You would have a wireless radio which used a wet and a dry battery 
(known as an accumulator).You went and filled up the wet battery at a shop 
every so often”.

I can remember an occasion, I don't know where it was, but there was a stall  
or something that was selling their tins without the labels on. You dinnae ken 
what you were going to be getting. You thought it would be tin of fruit or 
something and we bought it and ended up being a load of catfood!

“During the blackout, my dad had a bad experience. He was coming home 
about 5, 6 O-clock in the morning after the night shift and he took a shortcut 
through the graveyard. On his way back it was so dark he fell into a grave! 
And worse than that..there was someone else who had already fallen in 
before him! He was very fit because he trained for football all the time but he 
said he literally jumped out the grave and doesn't know to this day how he 
managed it”.



Wartime Recipes

TRIPE

“A most horrible food – but my dad liked it, and was disgusting to touch 
but some people love it”.

The lining of the stomach – cows or sheeps bag – guts, stomach or 
intestines of any animal. You would soak it in a deep sink with salty 
water and wash it carefully, lots of filth comes out of it, drain again, soak 
again for a couple of days. Then boil for hours to tenderise with milk and 
onions. You can get curly and plain tribe and tripe from deer too during 
the war. Sometimes green tribe was seen as unfit for human 
consumption and given to animals.

The gravy made from the Tribe was very nice and was supposed to 
have lots of good nutrients in.

CLOOTIES AND SUET DUMPLINGS

Using a Christmas cake mix with treacle, wrapped in muslin or bleached 
pillow cases then steam it with cinnamon and spices – everyone had a 
stir for good luck. It was cooked instead of a birthday cake. Suet is beef 
or sheet far that is used in the mix.

SAMP

Dried and crushed Corn Kernels used for a wee corn pudding or side 
dish.

COCKELEEKIE SOUP

This was passed down through the generations. You would go to the 
butchers and they killed and ringed the neck of the chicken there and 
gave it to you over the counter. Only had this very occasionally during 
the war though on special occasions.



BREAKFAST TIME

1 switched (beaten) egg
1 to 2 desertspoons of milk
Salt and pepper to taste

 Mix all together and dip ½ sliced bread in mixture and fry in bacon fat

SPANISH OMELETTE  to use up leftovers

Make an egg and milk mixture for the omelette, fry up your leftover veg 
and then put in the egg mixture for a bit and then put it under the grill.

BEETROOT SOUP

“You would boil up beetroot until nice and hot for a soup or sauce which 
was lovely”.

MEALIE PUDDING

This was just sausage and oats and seasoning which you would just eat  
with salt and brown sauce and chips 



VEGETABLE PIE

2 lbs potatoes
1 lb Cauliflower
1 lb Carrots
½ lb Swede
3 or 4 Spring Onions/Sybees
Water
1 tsp veg extract
1 tbl sp oatmeal
parsley
2 oz grated cheese

Cook half the potatoes and vegetables, the veg extract and oatmeal for 
10 minutes

Stir occasionally to avoid sticking.

Allow to sit in a cool place in a pie dish

Sprinkle with chopped parsly

Boil the remaining potatoes and mash

Spread mash over the veg and sprinkle with cheese and bake at 190c or  
gas mark 5 until brown

Serve with gravy (stock cube)



NETTLE SOUP (Which was added to vegetable soup)

2 1/2 cups nettles
1/4 cup butter
1/3 cup fine oatmeal
3 3/4 cups stock
1 1/4 cups milk

Melt the butter in a large saucepan and add the oatmeal and cook until the 
mixture is golden brown

Remove the pan from the heat and add the stock

Bring to the boil and add the milk

Bring back to the boil and add the chopped nettles

Cook for a few minutes and taste for seasoning. Add salt and pepper if 
desired.

PARSNIP PUDDING

2 parsnips
Bicarbonate of soda
½ pint of milk or milk and water
Sugar
Tbl sp cocoa

Mash 2 medium sized parnsnips with a tbl sp of cocoa.

Add a pinch of bicarbonate of soda

Warm ½ pint of milk and sweeten with sugar

Add milk to parsnip mix and mix together

Bake for 30 minutes on 190c or gas mark 5



CHEESE PUDDING

½ pint of milk
2 eggs or 15ml/1 tbl sp of dried egg
4 oz grated cheese
1 cup of breadcrumbs
salt and pepper
¼ tsp dried mustard

Mix milk and eggs together then stir in other ingredients

Bake in greased dish at 200c or gas mark 6 for about 30 minutes until  
browned and set

EGGLESS SPONGE

6 oz self raising flour
1 tsp Baking powder
2 ½ oz margarine
2 oz sugar
1 tbl sp golden syrup
¼ pint of milk or milk and water

Sift flour and baking powder

Mix marg, sugar and golden syrup together and add a little flour and a 
little of the liquid until the mixture is smooth

Grease two 18cm tins and sprinkle with flour. Divide the moxture 
between them and bake at 200c or gas mark 6

Tip out of tins and spread with jam.



CORN BEEF HASH

8 oz corned beef
8 oz cooked potatoes
8 oz tomatoes (if available)
8 oz Onions
½ oz dripping

Cut up cornbeef and potatoes into small cubes

Slice tomatoes

Melt dripping in pan and fry onions in pan until soft and then add 
cornbeef and potatoes

Cook for a few minutes then add tomatoes, salt and pepper

Cover pan with lid and cook gently for 15 minutes



CARROT COOKIES

1 tbl sp margarine
Few drops of vanilla almond or orange flavouring
4 tbl sp grated carrot
6 tbl sp self raising flour
½ tsp baking powder
A  little sugar to sprinkle on top

Mix margarine and sugar together until creamy

Beat in flour and baking powder

Drop spoons of mixture into small greased patty tins

Sprinkle tops with a little sugar

Bake at 220c gas 7 for 20 minutes

Makes 12-15 cookies

Icing Sugar coating:

 - Mix 2 tsps (10 mls) melted margarine, 1 tbl sp cocoa powder, 1 tbl sp 
syrup and a few drops of vanilla essence

















“Lend a hand on the Land”;
Winter during the War

A one-off exhibition display and public 
event celebrating the ingenuity and 
resourcefulness of people at winter 

during wartime in Scotland.

For the Bridgend Allotments Christmas Fayre and 
Hibernation Festival on December 4th (11-4)
41 Old Dalkeith Road, Edinburgh, EH16 5TE

We are trying to collect a variety of different stories, experiences memories of social and 
domestic activities that went on during the wartime in Scotland at winter to survive the 
cold weather and lack of available food and resources, and to keep in good spirit.

We would love to collect different writings, pictures, recordings of stories that could be 
used on the day. Also, if anyone would be interested and feel comfortable in coming down 

on the afternoon for half an hour or so to chat to others about their own experiences at 
winter during the war then that would be brilliant.

This research and programme will be gathered together and presented to people at this 
Christmas event because we believe there is a lot to be learnt from these times that could 

be re-applied today and should be remembered.

The event is about celebrating the coming of the winter and hibernation, and the 
preservation or preparation for the new year. It is based at an organic community 

allotments in Bridgend so is looking particularly at what was done for food and in the 
gardens during wartime at winter.

Any contributions would be greatly appreciated and would be an opportunity to share 
stories and pass on expert advice and oral history to younger people who are very 

interested in finding out more about winter during the war.

If you are interested in contributing and sharing wisdom and stories in anyway, or would 
like to come along to the event itself, then please get in touch with:

 Will Golding at:
07949230245, willwill_willwill@hotmail.com

Please help us share stories, memories and photos of 
winter during the wartime in Scotland with others!

mailto:willwill_willwill@hotmail.com


Further Readings

• Ministry of Food - Jane Fearnley-Whittingstall

• Make Do and Mend: Keeping Family and Home Afloat on War Rations 

(Official World War II Reproductions) – Jill Norman

• Make Do and Mend – Ministry of Information

• Digging for Victory: Wartime Gardening with Mr Middleton – C. H. 

Middleton

• Sucking Eggs: What Your Wartime Granny Could Teach You About  

Diet, Thrift and Going Green by Patricia Nicol

• Thrifty Tips from the War Years – Janice Anderson

• “Good Housekeeping" Wartime Scrapbook: A Nostalgic Portrait of  

Everyday Life During the Second World War

• Good Housekeeping Issues during the Second World War


